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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Hotel industry plays important role on developing tourism industry and having better services in this industry always help increase market share. The proposed study of this paper considers the effects of four variables including collaboration with staff, collaboration with customers, collaboration with partners and business owners and finally mechanism of integration of knowledge on innovation on service. The population of this survey includes 259 hotels where we send our questionnaire to 179 and manage to collect 170 ones. Cronbach alpha for four variables including collaboration with staff, collaboration with customers, collaboration with partners and business owners and finally mechanism of integration of knowledge were calculated as 0.78, 0.865, 0.743 and 0.890, respectively. The proposed study uses structural equation modeling to study the relationship between independent variables and dependent variable and the effects of four variables are confirmed when the level of significance is five percent.
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1. Introduction

Empowering employees plays an important role on increasing innovation in industry (Kirca et al., 2005; Bowen & Lawler III, 2006; Vargo & Lusch, 2008). De Man and Duysters, G. (2005) performed a comprehensive review between collaboration and innovation and recommend that a good collaboration among employees could contribute to increase productivity through innovation. Drejer (2004) demonstrated that Schumpeter’s original innovation concept was indeed broad enough to encompass services and manufacturing, and that a more direct reference to Schumpeter, more specifically innovation as a contrast to activities based on routine systems, in service oriented studies could contribute a needed theoretical and conceptual strengthening to service innovation studies.
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Atuahene-Gima (1996) investigated the relationship between market orientation and innovation. They presented an empirical investigation of 158 manufacturing and 117 services companies in Australia to investigate the impact of market orientation on innovation characteristics and performance. They reported that market orientation had significant relationships with innovation characteristics such as innovation-marketing fit, product advantage, and inter-functional teamwork but not with product newness and innovation-technology fit. Further, after controlling for the impact of these innovation characteristics, they reported that in both the product and service innovation samples, market orientation made a substantial contribution to the innovation project's effect performance, as measured by its intermediate benefits for the firm. However, it had little impact on its market success, as measured by sales and profit performance. In addition, the results did not confirm the hypothesis that market orientation would have a stronger effect on service innovation performance than on product innovation performance.

According to Chesbrough (2003) open innovation can be considered as the new imperative for creating and profiting from technology. De Luca and Atuahene-Gima (2007) investigated market knowledge dimensions and cross-functional collaboration by examining the different routes to product innovation performance. Gruner and Homburg (2000) reported on research evaluating the performance effect of the intensity of customer interaction in various stages of the new product development process as well as the characteristics of the involved customers. They reported that customer interaction during certain stages (but not others) of the new product development process had a positive effect on new product success. The characteristics of the involved customers had a substantial impact on new product success as well.

According to Hauser et al. (2006), innovation can be considered as one of the most important issues in business research today and it has been studied in various independent research traditions. They performed an investigation on how we can benefit from innovation from an integrative review of these research traditions. They discussed consumer response to innovation, including different techniques to measure consumer innovativeness, techniques of new product growth, and recent ideas on network externalities (Lusch et al., 2007). Li and Calantone (1998) investigated the effect of market knowledge competence on new product advantage through a conceptualization and empirical examination.

Menor et al. (2002) introduced new areas of research to implement innovation to create new value added products. Nijssen et al. (2006) attempted to provide an initial step towards a synthesis of new service and new product development research based a baseline model of innovation. They argued that R&D strength was more important for new product than service development, while a company's willingness to cannibalize organizational routines and prior investments was more important in the case of new service than new product development (Rust, 1998).

Schulteß et al. (2010) performed an assessment of the current practice of collaborative service innovation in Germany using innovating techniques. Vincent et al. (2004) performed an investigation to find out whether innovation could influence performance of organizations as an intermediate factor. They performed a meta-analysis of determinants and consequences of organizational innovation.

In this paper, we present an empirical investigation to find out the effects of different factors on building innovation within organizations.

2. The proposed study

The proposed study of this paper considers the effects of four variables including collaboration with staff, collaboration with customers, collaboration with partners and business owners and finally
mechanism of integration of knowledge on innovation on service. The proposed study uses the following framework to examine different hypotheses,
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**Fig. 1.** The proposed study

The following formula to calculate the minimum number of sample size,

$$n = \frac{N \times z_{\alpha/2}^2 \times p \times q}{\varepsilon^2 \times (N-1) + z_{\alpha/2}^2 \times p \times q},$$

(1)

where $N$ is the population size, $p = 1 - q$ represents the yes/no categories, $z_{\alpha/2}$ is CDF of normal distribution and finally $\varepsilon$ is the error term. Since we have $p = 0.5, z_{\alpha/2} = 1.96$ and $N=259$, the number of sample size is calculated as $n=170$. The proposed study selects 179 Hotels and sent a questionnaire and managed to collect 170 filled ones. Structural equation modeling has been performed to detect important factors influencing innovation on services. There are four hypotheses associated with the proposed study of this paper as follows,

1. Collaboration with staff positively influences on innovation on services.
2. Collaboration with customers positively influences on innovation on services.
3. Collaboration with partners and business owners positively influences on innovation on services.
4. Mechanism of integration of knowledge positively influences on innovation on services.

Cronbach alphas have been calculated for these four mentioned items were well above 0.70, which validated the overall questionnaire of the survey. Table shows details of Cronbach alpha in preliminary and final stages.
Table 1
The summary of Cronbach alpha

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th># of questions</th>
<th>Final stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration with staff</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration with customers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration with partners and business owners</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanism of integration of knowledge</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed study of this paper uses structural equation modeling to verify different hypotheses of this survey. Fig. 2 shows personal characteristics of the participants. In this study, 43.4% of the participants were male while 56.6% were female. In terms of age, 15.2% of the participants aged 25 years or less, 37.4% of them aged between 25 and 35 years, 28.8% of them were 35-45 years old and 18.6% of the were older than 50.

3. The results

In this section, we present details of our findings on testing four hypotheses of this paper. Table 2 shows details of our results. The results of Table 2 confirm that all coefficients are statistically significance with $\alpha = 5\%$.

Table 2
The summary of SEM implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent var.</th>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>Standard coefficient</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration with staff</td>
<td>Innovation on services</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>-3.65</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration with customers</td>
<td>Innovation on services</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration with partners and business owners</td>
<td>Innovation on services</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanism of integration of knowledge</td>
<td>Innovation on services</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an empirical investigation to study the effects of different factors on innovation on services in hoteling industry in Iran. The proposed study designed a questionnaire and examined the impacts of collaboration with staff, collaboration with customers, collaboration with partners and business owners and finally mechanism of integration of knowledge on innovation on service. The results of our survey have confirmed that all independent variables influenced positively on purchasing intention, significantly.
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